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Athletic Director Is Chosen

INSIDE •
McCray sees rosy
future for UNF
By MARGARET CLARK
When Dr. Curtis McCray takes
over the reins as UNF president
in July he won’t be sealed away
in an academic ivory tower. His
home number will be listed in the
telephone book.
“When you are the chief execu
tive of a public institution, you
should be available,” said Mc
Cray. He came to Jacksonville
from Governors State University
in Park Forest South, Ill., last
week for a meeting with UNF In
terim President Dr. Andrew Rob
inson.
McCray, who is enthusiastic
about his upcoming position, said
he has always had a desire to
serve and a concern for improv
ing the human condition.
“It started when I was a
youngster attending a small
Methodist church in Wheatland,
Ind. I had somewhat of an evan
gelistic zeal — not in the religious
sense — I wanted to help people.
At first I thought I wanted to be
a medical doctor.”he said.
After getting a degree in psy
chology at Knox College in
Galesburg, Ill., McCray said he
decided to focus on education as
a way of helping people. He re
ceived his Ph.D. in English from
the University of Nebraska in
Lincoln.
McCray said he is excited
about his new job.
‘I'm glad to be coming to
UNF. I’m really glad,” he said
emphasizing “glad.”
However, he is quick to point
out Robinson is still at the helm.
“Dr. Robinson is the president.
He has all of the responsibilities

and authority of the president. I
want to support him. Perhaps I
can be helpful.”
One of McCray’s reasons for
making several trips to UNF be
fore he takes over is to give him
self a leisurely look at the school.
“I can think gently while I
have some time before the rush
of other responsibilities,” he said.
Students should have access to
high quality education, McCray
said. He also sees a need, he said,
for the school to establish direc
tion and identity.
He is ebullient when he talks
about the potential of UNF.
Even the recent controversy
over whether or not Robinson
should have been included in the
final vote of the Presidential
Search Committee, does not
cloud his enthusiasm.
McCray said he sees the reac
tion of Robinson supporters as an
indication the institution is not at
slumber. “What is terrific about
it is the public, in one of its many
voices, has said, 'we care.’ That
means a lot to me. ...That says to
me the University is serving or
attempting to meet the expecta
tions that people have. And that’s
the first good sign of a strong
public institution, he said.
The recently proposed merger
FJC and UNF by legislators does
not appeal to McCray.
“I’m sure well-intentioned
people—good people— who care
about the institution have
thoughtfully put forward this
proposal....For me, a stranger,
but (as someone) in higher edu
cation, it seems the current struc
ture of both universities are ade-

Bruce Grimes joins UNF

UNF/FJC Merger
Faculty and student input

SGA says no to
'double dipping’
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Dr. Curtis McCray, newly
elected UNF president
quate. I can’t think of any advan
tage of a merger,” McCray said.
Within the next couple of
months, McCray will bring his
family to Florida to help him
househunt. Although they will
miss all of their friends in Illinois,
he said they are looking forward
to getting to know the people of
Jacksonville.
McCray said he is sure they
will enjoy the sea and the sunny
climate. “I like to fish,” he said,
and added he hoped to go scuba
diving in the Keys.
The thermometer hit 80 the
day he arrived.
“Is it always like this here?”
he asked. I think it’s marvelous.”
He said he planned to walk on the
beach before he went back to the
colder climate.

By BRENDA NORMAN
Student Events Coordinator
Steve Dannemann has resigned
the Student Government Associ
ation job following questions he
may have used the job to gain
business for his entertainment
booking agency.
In an SGA cabinet meeting
over the holidays, cabinet mem
bers decided that Dannemann
should resign from his position as
student events coordinator say
ing there was an apparent con
flict of interest between his SGA
job and his partnership with the
band agency Unicorn Promo
tions.
Cabinet members said they
were concerned because Dan
nemann booked bands for student
activities through Unicom Pro
motions and then received com
missions from Unicom.
“Is it ethical for Steve to do a
contractual thing for SGA and re
ceive a salary from SGA, and
then get a partial commission for
bands that are booked for UNF
through Unicorn?” SGA Pres
ident Fred Wilkinson asked.
“It kind of rubs me the wrong
way, even though there is nothing
legally wrong with it for us to pay
the same person to book bands
and for Unicorn to pay them al
so,” Nick Dunbar, SGA vice presdent said.

Dan Greene, SGA comptroller,
suggested that Dannemann resign
as student events coordinator to
prevent a conflict of interest, but
stay with Unicorn Promotions
and help get bands for the Uni
versity of North Florida.
“Ethically I just have prob
lems with it because of the appar
ent conflict of interest. It isn't il
legal, but it is just ethically not
correct,” Keith Merrey. chair
man of the student advocate
committee, said.
Merrey agreed that Dannemann
should resign and suggested that
he remain with SGA as a techni
cal advisor to the activities com
mittee on a non-paid basis.
Dannemann said he was willing
to resign on these terms,
“There’s no problem.”
He added that he did not take
the decision as a personal affront,
but because of the constant re
hashing of the subject, he found it
annoying.
“I think Steve has done a tre
mendous job, but he should repre
sent either SGA or Unicom Pro
motions,” Wilkinson said.
He called Dannemann’s actions
“double dipping.”
After the meeting Dannemann
said when he decided to go with
Unicorn Promotions he, “opted
for the bucks.”
see cage 2

Professor faces
grand theft charges
By BRENDA NORMAN
A University of North Florida
accounting professor has been
charged with grand theft, be
cause he allegedly received his
teaching job based on a fraudu
lent doctoral transcript.
John William Leigh, an associ
ate professor at UNF since last
spring, had presented a tran
script which said he had a doctor
ate from Cornell University.
Investigations by UNF police
indicated Cornell had not award
ed the degree.
“He accepted compensation
that he did not deserve because
of what is alleged and he did not
have the degree he claimed to
have,” said Bud Newman, direc
tor of public relations at UNF.
“His employment was therefore
invalidated.”

Newman said the university re
ceived information last October
about a discrepancy in Leigh’s
transcripts.
“We got a tip on a problem
that something wasn’t kosher in
October and we began a serious
investigation,” Newman said.
“The results were shown to the
State Attorney’s office.” Newman said the university is
being “cautious and cagey” at
this point because it does not
want to release any information
that may interfere with the State
Attorney’s office. He also said
UNF has given Leigh 10 days to
produce his transcripts.
According to Leigh’s initial
academic appointment form at
UNF, there is no evidence of any
prior teaching experience. Flor
ida Junior College has no record

Dr. Peter Salus, dean of the college of arts and sciences, gives out diplomas at
fall semester graduation. See page 5 for story
of Leigh teaching there and nei
ther does Jacksonville Universi
ty, according to Mary Ann Rod
gers, public relations spokesman

at JU. James Patch of Jones College refused to comment on
whether or not Leigh has ever
taught there.

“I think it’s inappropriate to
give comment now,” said Patch.
see page 5
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COMING UP
Accounting and Finance Club
Alpha Sigma Pi, Accounting and Finance club,
will host a “Meet the accounting and finance fac
ulty” get-together on Friday, Jan. 29 from 5 to 7
p.m. in the Red Room, Building Fourteen. Tick
ets are available from members and at Building
Ten, room 2125.
Black History Month
A photographic collection of the changing im
age of Blacks in Western art is on display at
UNF through Jan. 26 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Mon
day through Friday, in the Building Two art gal
lery. Black History Month begins Feb. 1.
Rubik’s Cubathon Contest
A Rubik’s Cubathon Contest is being held Jan
uary 30 and 31 from 1:00 to 5:00 at Regency
Square’s Centerstage!
Brest Planetarium
Starting January 9 and showing through
March 28, the Alexander Brest Planetarium pre
sents “In Search Of A Comet.”
Self Hypnosis Groups
Self hypnosis skills training for self develop
ment will be held on Wednesdays from 9-10:15
a.m. at the Counseling and Testing Center at
UNF. For further information call 646-2602.
Growth Group
A growth group for self awareness and man
agement of stress in academic and personal lives
will begin on Jan. 25 from 4:30 to 5:45 p.m. at the
Counseling and Testing Center at UNF. For fur
ther information call 646-2602.
Career Expo
The Sixth Annual Career Expo will be hosted
on February 16 and 17 at the Florida Junior Col
lege’s Kent Campus located at 3939 Roosevelt
Blvd.
This two day program is sponsored by Edward
Waters College, Flagler College and the Univer
sity of North Florida. It is open to students and
alumni from the sponsoring institutions to hear
about the job availability and opportunity from
prospective employers and to interview for posi
tions.
Numerous events involving the
campus police since the last issue
of the Spinnaker include:

• On Nov. 23, at 10:25 a.m., an
individual was arrested by cam
pus police in Parking Lot No. 7 on
a capias for the writing of worth
less checks.
• On Dec. 1, at 10:57 a.m., a
theft was reported from Building
Eight of two Texas Instruments
calculators with a combined val
ue of $192.
• On Dec. 2 UNF canoe no. 4
was reported stolen. The theft occured during the month of No
vember and the canoe was val
ued at $357.

• On Dec. 4, at 3:55 a.m., a
white male was arrested at UNF
Drive and Parking Lot No. 5 for
possession of cocaine and driving
while intoxicated.

• On Dec. 4, at 10:30 p.m., an
accidental injury was reported at
the new auditorium. An employee
suffered a broken ankle in a fall
at the end of a sidewalk leading
to Parking Lot No. 8.
The employee was treated on
the scene and transported to Me
morial Hospital by a rescue unit
of the Jacksonville Fire Depart
ment.
• Also on Dec. 4 during an in
ventory, Instructional Communi
cations reported several items
missing totaling $867.52. The
items included a TEAC tape
recorder,two Kodak slide projec
tors, a film strip projector, and a
SONY tape recorder.
• On Dec. 6, at 10:42 a.m., the
campus police responded to a re-

The program will begin at 1:30 p.m. on Tues
day, Feb. 16 in the Kent Campus Student Activi
ties Area.
For a full schedule of activities and additional
information call 646-2955.
Erick Hawkins Dance Company
The Erick Hawkins Dance Company of New
York will perform at UNF on Jan. 28 and 29 at
8 p.m. in the Building Fourteen Auditorium.

Ambassador to visit UNF
Ambassador Donald McHenry, United States
Representative to the United Nations (1979-81)
and currently research professor of diplomacy
and international affairs at Georgetown Univer
sity, will be the major speaker for the Black His
tory Celebration on Feb. 2 at 12:30 p.m. at UNF.
Stage Door Society
The Stage Door Society at the University of
North Florida announces auditions for its upcom
ing production of William Shakespeare’s comedy
The Taming Of The Shrew.
Audition dates are Monday, February 1 and
Tuesday, February 2. Time: 8:00 p.m. Place:
Room 1313 in the new UNF theatre on the main
campus.
For further information contact Dr. James
Thomas, Theater Director at UNF- 646-2572. Or
contact the Dept. of Fine Arts at UNF-646-2960.
Players by the Sea
Auditions for the Sherwood Anderson drama
“The Petrified Forest” will be held on Feb. 6 and
7 at 2 p.m. at the Players by the Sea Theater at
321 North First St. at Jacksonville Beach.
The musical “Annie Get Your Gun” will be
presented by Players by the Sea on Jan. 27, 28
and 29 at 8:30 p.m., Jan. 31 at 2 p.m. and Feb. 5
and 6 at 8:30 p.m. For reservations call 246-4125
or 241-8816.
Recital
Mildred Humphries, senior voice major at
UNF, will give her senior recital at UNF at 3
p.m. on Jan. 31.

Police
Beat
By Maurice Coman

port of shots being fired at the
tennis courts during a NEFTF
Junior Tennis Tournament. Wit
nesses told the officers that sev
eral shots could be heard “whistl
ing overhead”. Upon checking
the area the officers were unable
to find anyone in the area. The
tennis tournament was then
moved to the Florida Junior Col
lege south campus.

• On Dec. 11, at 6:32 a.m., an
accidental injury was reported at
Building Four when an employee
slipped on ice on a sidewalk The
employee fell on her back strik
ing her head and left elbow on the
sidewalk, bruising the elbow. She
stated that she required no medi
cal attention at that time.
• On Dec. 12, at 12:45 p.m., a
traffic accident occured at the
entrance to Parking Lot No. 6
and UNF Drive. The first vehicle
was making a turn into the park
ing lot when it was struck by the
second vehicle in the rear left
comer.
The driver of the second vehi
cle stated that he had been look
ing off to the left and did not see
the first vehicle turning until it
was too late. The driver of the
second vehicle was charged with
following too close. Damage esti
mated to both vehicles was $650.

• On Dec. 16, between 11:00
and 11:30 a.m., criminal mischief
was reported in Parking Lot No.
3 by an employee of the A B Dick
Co. making a delivery to Building
818. The employee stated that an
eight-foot scratch on the side of
the delivery van was not there
when he arrived at UNF.

• On Dec. 16, at 3:15 p.m., cam
pus police checked a report that
a book stolen from the library,
entitled “Strategy and Organiza
tion” by Richard Irwin, was sold
to the campus book store.
• Also on Dec. 16, at 4 p.m., two
tail lights valued at $60 were re
ported stolen from a 1976 red
Chrysler in Parking Lot No. 2.
• On Jan. 6, at 11:40 a.m., a ve
hicle backing out in Parking Lot
No. 2 struck a second vehicle
parked in the handicapped park
ing space. The second vehicle re
ceived an estimated $50 in dam
age to the left front fender.
• On Jan. 8, at 10:24 p.m., an in
dividual was arrested for driving
on a suspended drivers license
and booked in to the Duval Coun
ty Jail.
• On Jan. 9, at 1 p.m., a student
was arrested by the campus po
lice on outstanding warrants
from Volusia County. The war
rants were issued for the writing
of worthless checks and failure to
pay a fine.

• On Jan. 14, at 7:10 p.m. a hit
and run was reported in Parking
Lot No. 10. A 1979 Toyota twodoor sedan received $90 in dam
age to the right front fender.
• On Jan. 18, at 2:20 p.m., a stu
dent reported a theft of a 150mm
lens valued at $175.

Dannemann resigns
from SGA position
from page 1
After Dannemann made a mo
tion to resign, the cabinet voted
on the acceptance of the resigna
tion. He has agreed to be a tech
nical advisor to the activities
committee and to finish his pro
jects which are already under
way, such as the Earth Musicfest
in the spring.
Dannemann said Unicorn Pro
motions was formed last Novem
ber with partner Michael Work
man. But according to The Jack
sonville Occupational License
office, Unicorn Promotions, nor
Steve Dannemannor Michael
Workman are listed in their re
cords. And in Tallahassee, the Di
vision of Corporations has no re
cord of Unicom Promotions.
“An individual may not use
state property for personal gain.
In Steve’s case, he served as an
agent for performers as well as
SGA so he opened himself to ac
cusations of a conflict of interest.
And in Steve’s own interest, I feel
it’s best he resigned,” Dr. Darwin
Coy, dean of student affairs said.
“There is no evidence that he did
anything illegal, immoral or
unethical.”
An official of the Florida Eth
ics commission said Dannemann
apparently broke no state laws.
“This code only applies to pub
lic officials, public employees and
in some cases candidates running
for public offices. Since he is none
of these and we’ve never had a
case like this, I’m not sure if our
code of ethics applies to him or
not,” Phil Claypool, staff lawyer
for the Florida Commission on
Ethics said.
Over the past three months
SGA has sponsored two band
showcases on campus for the
benefit of high schools and col
leges in Florida, Georgia and oth
er neighboring states. These
schools were invited to come
hear several bands and book
them through Unicom and other
agencies. The last showcase was
held on Jan. 9 and bands could
sign six to twelve month con
tracts only through Unicom Pro
motions. According to Dan
nemann, his commission on the
bands depends on each group.
Also during that cabinet meet
ing Dannemann’s resignation was
coupled with another controver
sial area of discussion dealing
with some invalid contracts
which he had drawn up as stu
dent events coordinator. Dan
nemann cleared up most of the
problems with the contracts in
the meeting, but since then, at
least two of these contracts are
still questionable.
One of the contracts is with
Tom Tutten, who is a UNF stu
dent. The original contract drawn
up by Danneman stated that Tut
ten would perform at a UNF
Happy Hour for the fee of $300.
When the contract reached Wil
kinson, he decided to call Tutten
and confirm the price.
According to Wilkinson, Tutten
knew nothing about a deal with
UNF or Dannemann, and Tutten
made a verbal agreement with
Wilkinson over the telephone to
perform for $75. Wilkinson then
altered the contract from $300 to
$75.
“It was never mentioned to me
until Fred called me. I had no
idea they (SGA) had that much of
a budget or I would of asked for
at least $100,” Tutten said. “I win
never offer to play for only $75
again.”
Since a student activities com
mittee meeting on Dec 18

had approved to pay up to $300
for Tutten, Dannemann said.“In a
haste to get paperwork pre
pared,” he wrote the contract for
$300 without negotiating a price
with Tutten.
“In my haste to get all the pa
per work prepared during the
break when I had the time to do
this, I went ahead and prepared
the contract according to the
minutes of the meeting,” Dan
nemann said. “It was simply an
oversight on my part by not con
tacting Tom and having negoti
ations first. That contract
shouldn’t have been submitted to
Fred.”
In another contract, with Nina
Kahle, a $930 fee was originally
agreed upon between Dannemann
and Kahle’s agency Show and
Tell Productions. The fee was la
ter changed on the contract by
Danneman n to $980.
Wilkinson said he understood
from Dannemann that the addi
tional $50 was tor food and lodg
ing for Kahle. But according to
Sara Lukeman, Kahle’s agent,
she never asked Dannemann for
an extra $50 for these expenses.
“I made the deal with Steve
Dannemann for $930.The first
time I heard about the $980 was
when Fred Wilkinson called me
after Christmas to confirm an ex
tra $50,” Lukeman said.
Dannemann said he is also re
sponsible for the mistake on Kah
le’s contract. “That is also an er
ror on my part because I was
having negotiations with another
group for the same price of $930
and their agent called and said
that their contract was for $930
plus room and board,” Dan
nemann said. “Their representative called and we made an arrangement to include their room
and board in their contract be
cause we don’t pay separate
room and board because it would
be a double contract.”
According to Dannemann,the
change he made on Kahle’s con
tract should have been altered on
the other group’s contract in
stead.
Wilkinson said he has not seen
any band contracts for these
amounts.
Wilkinson said when he be
came concerned about the con
flict of interest and the con
tractual controversy, he dis
cussed the situation with several
people, including: Sgt. John An
derson, UNF police officer, Dean
Coy, Jim Haywood, vice pres
ident of administrative affairs,
Ernie Wild, internal auditor at
UNF and Greg Gleason, lawyer
for the board of regents.
Wilkinson called a cabinet
meeting with Dannemannpresent
and said he tried to be up front
with it by asking the members to
voice any complaints they may
have. He said no one complained
until after the meeting so he in
vestigated the contracts further
and called another meeting,
where Dannemann resigned.
In the past many people have
been curious about the alloca
tions of funds from the student
activities committee. The com
mittee is approximately 10 to 15
people according to Wilkinson,
and Merrey said the committee
meets as often as the chairman
wants to, which is usually every
two weeks.
“We called in an internal audi
tor on campus, Dr. Myna Porter,
to see if we were guilty of any
misconduct,” Merrey said. The
seepage 5
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UNF-FJC proposed merger meets opposition
By SARAH FENDER RAHAIM
University of North Florida
and Florida Junior College edu
cators are not enthusiastic about
a plan proposed by Rep. Tommy
Hazouri and John Lewis to merge
the two schools.
Hazouri said the merger is a
realistic proposal because of the
economic climate. Government
spending must be cut back, yet at
the same time enhance educa
tional opportunities, said Hazouri.
“The Legislature needs to be
preoccupied with delivering bet
ter education but not furthering
construction and outlays in ex
penditures. Brick and mortar are
not the answers,” Hazouri said.
What Jacksoville needs, ac
cording to Hazouri, is one admin
istration, one president, utiliza
tion of existing buildings.
Hazouri said, “I envision UNF
utilizing the existing buildings at
FJC for branches and the rest for
their vocational programs.”

Legislation has not been
drafted on the proposed merger,
but will most likely be included in
the appropriations bill if it is ac
ceptable, Hazouri said.
UNF interim President Dr. An
drew A. Robinson said he had re
ceived a letter from Lewis seek
ing his support for the proposal,
but said the community college
and the university have two dif
ferent missions.
“To give up the community
college, we would be giving up
educational opportunities to our
community that the rest of the
state has, and to give up the uni
versity, opportunities would be
lost for higher education,” Robin
son said.
Florida has a population of
nine million people, Robinson
said, and in the next 20 years will
have an additional five million.
“Do we wait until the popula
tion is here or do we plan and use
vision? I believe in the long run it

would be better for Jacksonville
to have a first-rate separate and
distinct FJC and a first-rate uni
versity,” said Robinson.
FJC President Dr. Benjamin
Wygal said that he is not in
agreement with the proposal. Wy
gal said, “The two schools have
unique missions that are careful
ly laid out by two different
boards and are pursuing them in
a very successful way.”

... 'Bricks and mortar are
not the answer.’
Tommy Hazouri
Wygal said he could see no use
ful purpose to the merger and it
would be a disaster for the com
munity.
Wygal said the vocational pro
grams have had excellent re
sponses from employers hiring
FJC students and students going
on to upper division have an aver

age grade point of 2.66 at FJC,
whereas other colleges and uni
versities have a 2.63 average
GPA, according to a statewide
study of nine universities in 1980.
Wygal feels FJC is fulfilling its
mission successfully to the com
munity.
On the UNF campus, Dr. Joan
Bray of the natural science de
partment said, “The idea has
some promise, but we are getting
a new president who has a repu
tation for seeking new ways to
cooperate with community col
leges.
“He must be given a chance to
look over the situation and see
what can be done without a deci
sion being imposed by the legisla
ture.”
Dr. James M. Thomas of the
UNF fine arts department said,
“Worst idea I’ve heard in years.”
Thomas said from an administra
tive point of view, “it would be
like trying to merge the Army

and Navy.”
FJC business professor Mark
Howard is not opposed to a merg
er but sees difficulty because of
the goals and mission of the two
schools are so different.
Howard said, “A four-year uni
versity would be good for Jack
sonville.”

'...From an administrative
point of view it would be
like trying to merge the
Army with the Navy’

Dr. James M. Thomas
Dr. Edna Saffy, FJC professor
of rhetoric and public address,
said, “I think the merger of the
two schools is a poor idea be
cause the benefits each individual
school provides will be lost.”

Students at UNF and FJC differ on merger
By MARGARET CLARK
college. I think the caliber of the
Although the proposed Univer classes would be better.
“I think we need a four-year
sity of North Florida and Florida
Junior College merger will not be university,” Ardie Nolan said.
Nolan, a FJC freshman said
welcomed with opened arms by
UNF students, some FJC fresh she liked the prospects of a merg
men and sophomores seem to er because, “People here
wouldn’t have to leave home to
find the idea appealing.
“I think it’s a good idea,” Bar further their education.”
But Bob Azroff, a UNF senior,
bara Smucygz, FJC sophomore,
said. “A four-year college would doesn’t see the proposed merger
be much better than a two-year as the best move for either

Looking back at UNF
By Maurice Coman
Although the University of North
Florida is only ten years old, Dr.
Dan Schafer says now is the time
to start compiling its history
while there are still many people
who remember its beginnings.
Dr. Schafer is currently follow
ing up on President Robinson’s
idea to begin an historical ar
chive on UNF.
“Dr. Robinson let his interest
in the university’s history be
known to the history department
and I was asked if I would do it
and I said yes,” said Schafer.
Not only is Schafer covering
the 10 years that the school has
been in theinstructional phase,
but he is going all the way back
to UNF’s actual beginnings in the
legislature.
“There were a number of is
sues, actually controversies, sur
rounding the formation of the
school,” said Schafer. “One argu
ment was whether there was a
need for a state supported univer
sity in Jacksonville. Legislators
from other parts of the state of
course wanted a higher level

school placed in their area and
there was much debate over
this.”
Another issue that became
heated was the site selection for
the school.
Schafer said, “Many blacks felt
the university was being built too
great a distance from the down
town area in an effort to exclude
them from being able to attend
the school. Sites such as where
the Florida Junior College down
town campus are located and an
other near McCoys Creek were
suggested to be more centrally
located. People also complained
that the present site was only
chosen for the wealthy landown
ers of the area to benefit.”
Schafer said former UNF
President Thomas Carpenter told
him one tale.
It was during the construction
phase when the area was still
nothing more than wilderness.
Poachers would set out traps for
the wild hogs ansd deer in the
area in such a way so that if any
game wardens tried to follow or
track them the traps would flat-

Coffee prompts probation
Pierce attends final day in court
By GEORGIA WAHL
Charles “Chuck” Pierce,
charged by campus police follow
ing an October incident in the
University of North Florida li
brary involving a spilled cup of
coffee, has been given a month of
unsupervised probation.
‘...I was arrested for my smart
mouth, not for the accident of the
spilled coffee.’
Charles Pierce
Circuit Court Judge Louise

Walker also withheld adjudica
tion of guilt and assessed Pierce
$15 court costs.
Pierce had been charged with
criminal mischief and breach of
peace. The criminal mischief
charge was dropped at an earlier
hearing.
He entered a “no contest plea”
before Judge Walker, telling her,
“I was arrested for my smart
mouth, not for the accident of the
spilled coffee.”

school.
“I’m opposed to it. The two in
stitutions have different philos
ophies. FJC trys to serve basic
educational needs. Those needs
may not always be totally aca
demically oriented towards a de
gree,” Azroff said. UNF is an in
stitution of higher learning only.”
Janice Dixon, UNF senior,
said, she felt many students (at
FJC) have a different attitude
from those at UNF. I just don’t
see the two schools meshing.”
“I don’t care for the idea,” said
ten the game warden’s tires.
One day Alexander Brest, a
prominent Jacksonville citizen
and one of the original landown
ers who sold part of the UNF site
to the state, decided to visit the
comstruction area in his RollsRoyce. Needless to say Brest had
all four of his tires flattened by
the poachers traps.
Schafer, says his work is less a
history than it is “a conversation
about the past few years. We are
talking to important administra
tors who have been here from the
beginning and picking their
memories.”
Schafer is being assisted with
the interviews by Dr. David Ja
cobsen of the department of
Elementry and Secondary Edu
cation, Dr. Minor Chamblin of the
department of Arts and Sciences,
and Dr. R. Grann Lloyd of the
College of Business.
Schafer says he is enjoying do
ing the history, “It’s very helpful
to see how we have proceeded,
our strengths ands weaknesses.
But it really is too soon to do a se
rious history. One goal we hope to
achieve in doing this now is to ini
tiate an awareness of history by
developing an archive for the his
tory of UNF.”

Diane Rabe,junior. FJC does a
good job of giving students a twoyear education, she added. “I”d
rather see UNF merge with the
University of Florida.”
Betty Osborn was one FJC stu
dent who was not certain a UNF
and FJC merger was a smart

move.
“I think the four- year college
is a good idea, but I’m not sure if
is a good idea for a merger of
schools with such different re
quirements.”

Mystery person
gives books to UNF
By PAUL CRAMER
During the recent school
break, the University of North
Florida Thomas G. Carpenter li
brary was the recipient of a gen
erous gift.
Arriving in 642 packing cartons
was a collection of reprinted
journals and periodicals amount
ing to more than 8,000 individual
pieces of literature. This collec
tion has a list price value of be
tween $480-500,000, and is the larg
est gift ever received by the UNF
library.
In a letter to the UNF Founda
tion trustees the donor asked to
be described as “a friend of the
UNF library and a personal ad
mirer of its director, Andrew
Farkas.”
Farkas spent three years prior
to his appointment at UNF work
ing for the Walter J. Johnson
Publishing firm as an assistant
director. During this time he
made many friends and contascts
within the publishing industry.
The anonymous donor is one of
these friends and a former asso
ciate, Farkas said. “This gentle
man wishes to remain anony
mous not to create a mystery, but
simply wishes to maintain his
anonimity,” Farkas said.

The collection consists of
“books and journals reprinted be
cause of a small but important
demand for research and
scholarly material,” said Farkas.
All the volumes in the collec
tion are brand new copies and
many of them are still wrapped
in cellophane. A number of the
sets are in the original language,
such as Russian, German, and
French.
Farkas is of the opinion that
these sets will be of little use to
students of this particular univer
sity. He feels they would be bet
ter suited to a large research li
brary such as Columbia or Ber
kley. Arrangements for these
volumes will be made later.
Some of the less obscure vol
umes are on Physical Chemistry,
Political Economics, Mathemat
ics, Experimental Psychology,
Retailing, Finance, Music and
Art.
Farkas hopes the library will
continue to be a “wealthy deposi
tory that will be suitable to re
ceive this and other such gifts.”
He added, “these materials will
be catalogued before the end of
the fiscal year and, at that time,
will be available to library us
ers.”

UNF has 40 named to Who’s Who
Forty University of North Flor
ida students have been named to
the 1981-82 edition of “Who’s Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.”
Those chosen as outstanding
campus leaders were: Evan An
drade, Jacksonville Beach; Ar
nold Thomas, Jacksonville;
Rudolfo Arrieta, Jacksonville;
Betty Bell, Fernandina Beach;Steve Berry, Jacksonville; Ken
Bowen, Jacksonville; David Bun
gert, Jacksonville; Gary Cham
bers, Jacksonville; Steve Dannemann, Jacksonville; Anna

DeFilipi, Orange Park; Nick
Dunbar, Jacksonville; Sharon
Farver, Orange Park; Elizabeth
Foote, Jacksonville; Christine
Fouts, Atlantic Beach; Dan
Greene, Jacksonville; William
Hazlett, Atlantic Beach, James
Henderson, Jacksonville; Kathy
Hoeft, Jacksonville; Molly Horne,
Sarsota, Barbara Jamieson, Or
ange Park; Laura Jo Last, Fern
andina Beach; Kathleen Laurenzo, Jacksonville; Cindy Marks,
Jacksonville; Jim McGarry,
Jacksonville; Sandra Melchlng,
Ponte Vedra; Hy Mixson, Ponte

Vedra; Easa Mousa, Jackson
ville; Jack Nunnery, Jackson
ville; Greg Obie, Jacksonville;
Donna Proctor, Jacksonville;
Lacretia Randall, Jacksonville;
Tori Sadler, Jacksonville; Bar
bara Schimmel, Orange Park;
Phil Schmitt, St. Augustine; Jen
nie Smith, Jacksonville; Eliza
beth Solana, St. Augustine; Rob
ert Townsend, Orange Park; Ali
sa Walker, Neptune Beach;
Frederick Wilkinson, Jackson
ville.
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EDITORIAL

Creationism has
a right too
BARBARA KELLER
Should creationism be taught in public schools? Does this“theory”
deserve equal time or even a mention when evolution is being studied?
Does the teaching of creationism violate the First Amendment’s stand
of seperation of church and state?
The theory of evolution begins with the birth of the universe. If sci
ence must be repeated then how can creation or evolution hope to
prove its theory is right. Scientists did not exist when the universe was
formed, and if the universe was reborn, they would not be around to
observe or experiment with the data. Therefore, is the teaching of this
part of creation or evolution a science. If science must be observed or
repeated, neither theory is a true science.
However, this article asks that if the theory of evolution is taught
in school, then creationism has a right to be taught along with it. If for
ted ther reason than evolution is not a verified truth, but only an un
substantiated theory. One theory claims its founder as man, and one
claims it is the Word of God. Creationism deserves to be heard.

Orchids & Onions
Orchids: To the Board of Regents on its selection of Dr. Curtis Mc
Cray as the next president of UNF.
Onions: To the fall semester graduation ceremony that was held
outdoors in the cold because someone failed to plan for indoor cere
monies. What happens if a blizzard should ever hit the UNF Green on
graduation day?
Orchids: To the UNF Skills Center for offering an abundance of
knowledge to students who are in need of academic assistance.
Onions: To Reaganomics. Look out CWSP students.
Orchids: To the Student Government Association’s new by-laws,
when and if they are ever passed.
Onions: To the Student Government Association house meetings for
wasting so much time on Roberts Rules of Order instead of the busi
ness at hand.
Orchids: To the professors coming back from sabattical leave. We
missed you.
Onions: To Rep. Tommy Hazouri on his latest idea to merge the
University of North Florida with Florida Junior College.
Orchids: To Dr. James Crooks for surviving the UNF presidential
search.
Onions: To the small amount of space available for parking. Search
ing for a parking place in UNF parking lots is beginning to look like
the search for the lost ark.
Orchids: To The Spinnaker’s new ad manager, Carolyn Griffin. It is
because of her that you are reading this publication.
Onions: To the San Diego Chargers for knocking the Miami Dol
phins out of the playoffs.
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Letters and Columns
Dr. McCray deserves support
Editor:
I am certainly glad the search
for a new UNF president is over.
Or is it? Recently the sounds of
law suits have been echoing in
the ears of search committee
members. Questions on whether
or not the committee met its af
firmative action obligations are
being challenged by members of

our community. I think this is a
sad occurrence for the students
and faculity of UNF. When, and
if, Dr. Curtis McCray becomes
president of this university I
think we should help him in his
efforts to improve this school, not
hinder his presidency with politi
cal battles of the past. Remem
ber that Dr. McCray is coming

here because of his excellent cre
dentials and abilities. Let’s give
him a chance toprove himself be
fore we decide he’s not the right
man for the job.
Cheryl A. Brookins

Editor’s Note:
In regards to the advertise
ment alleging improvement of
grades through a research cata
log, we have been informed by
the Academic Standards Com
mittee among others, that this ad
is misleading and that use of the
catalog would constitute unethi
cal behavior and may jeopardize
a students academic standing.
The ad mislead The Spinnaker
staff as well as the readers. We
apologize for the publication of

this service and we can assure
our readers that it will never be
seen in this newspaper again.
At the request of Student Gov
ernment Vice President Nick
Dunbar, here is The Spinnaker’s
advertising policy:
All copy and completed con
tracts must be in the business of
fice of The Spinnaker, seven days
prior to publication with no ex
ception.
The Spinnaker subscribes to
the standards of acceptability of

the codes of advertising endorsed
by the American Association of
National Advertising Agencies,
Association of National Advertis
ers, American Advertising Fed
eration, and the Association of
Better Business Bureaus Interna
tional.
The Spinnaker is a non-profit,
university community newspa
per.
Brenda Norman,
Managing Editor

The controversy over whether
or not creationism should be
taught as a science in our nation’s
schools has excited the interest of
many Americans. This subject
that has not been prominent in
the headlines since the Scopes’
Monkey trail in 1925.
The trial was pivotal in that
evolution was ultimately accept
ed as a legitimate scientific the
ory through the publicity it re
ceived. Today an attempt is being
made by resurgent fundamental
ists to prove that creationism is
also a science and deserves equal
time in the classroom, along with
the theory of evolution.
This hypothesis is ludacrious,when we consider that no evi
dence can be offered supporting
creationism, and that it is based
upon faith and not on metahpysical suppositions, rather than
upon empirical proofs and experi
mentation.
This would present another
dilema for the fundamentalists
advocating scientific creation
ism, since most of this same
group believes that astrology is
“devil magic”! What a price to
pay for the poor fundamentalists,
to have “devil magic” astrology

COLUMN
DAVID FERRARI

taught alongside creationism and
perhaps alchemy with chemistry
as well!
Before our entire curriculum
slips into a medieval fantasyland,
perhaps we should examine the
doctrine of creationism more in
depth. Creationism theorizes that
the earth and all life upon it, i.e.
man, were created by a divine
being, God, in a relatively short
time. Bishop Uldrich estimated
this to be 4004 B.C. which is gen
erally accepted by creationist ad
herents. As a science, how does
creationism contend with the fact
that rocks and fossils have been
found existing millions of years
ago? Faulty Carbon-14 readings?
No, it can also be argued that a
bibical day in Genesis could have
been millions of years long. Yet,
their sudden appearance of man

is more difficult for creationists
to explain. The bones of Neander
thal Man and others showing a
distinct progressiveness in man’s
craninal development, that extrapulated to our remotist pre
cursors, lends credence to the
evolutionary theory that man
may have evolved from feral rat
like mammals that scurried
about the planet around 63 mil
lion years ago.

It should also be remembered
that the theory of evolution is
simply a theory. There are suffi
cient missing links to leave a
wide degree of uncertainty re
garding this. However, its invali
dation appears unlikely since the
theory does have scientific
credibiltiy based on the data col
lected using the scientific meth
od. While creationism lacks cre
dentials as a natural science,
there is no reason it should not be
taught as a social science under
the fields of philosophy and theol
ogy. Creationism does offer a
definite answer to how earth and
man came to be, and its value in
the appropriate areas should not
be underestimated.
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Leigh goes to court
from page 1
Aside from having a criminal
record that goes back as far as
an assault charge in 1970, Leigh
has served a prison sentence and
is now charged with grand theft
for stealing an annual salary of
about $35,000 that he does not de
serve without a doctorate.
After the police checked re
cords on John W. Laye, they
found his arrest record closely
resembled personal data on John
W. Leigh. Records and photos
concluded that the two names
represented the same man.
Some of Leigh’s students said

they never suspected the profes
sor of any misconduct, but during
class they said, “he stuck straight
to the book and hardly ever devi
ated from it.”
“It was hard to tell; we
weren’t in there long. But he
would stay with the book and
didn’t explain much. He would
hedge around questions that
weren’t in the book,” said Marcia
Jones, a student in Leigh’s Man
agerial Accounting class.
Leigh is being held on a $20,000
bond until his preliminary hear
ing Wednesday.

Cold doesn’t dampen
grad enthusiasm
By VALERIE HAYS
Three hundred and sixty Uni
versity of North Florida students
were saying they had to “burn
the midnight oil and sit in the
cold” as they participated in the
outdoor fall commencement ex
ercises on Dec. 19.
The 38-degree weather forced
family and friends to huddle un
der blankets and sip from con
tainers of hot coffee, out it did not
dampen their enthusiasm.
Dr. Andrew Robinson, interim
president, charmed the audience
as he presided over the actitivies.
After disappointing the crowd by
announcing the UNF Wind En
semble would be unable to per
form due to the gusty windy con
ditions, he brought a cheer by
outlining UNF’s growing pres
tige. Robinson said UNF now of
fers several programs on a par
with those offered at the Univer
sity of Florida, which he called
just “a university in Gainesville.”
UNF’s enrollment continues to

increase, Robinson said, and that
will fuel the university’s future
growth as an academic center.
Robinson also expressed ap
preciation to the anonymous do
nor of a valuable book collection.
The donation was made to the
UNF library in honor of librarian
Andrew Farkus.
Of the 360 graduates, one was
singled out as the university’s top
graduate. Marcia Lynn Jones,
who majored in marketing, won
the honor of Outstanding Gradu
ating Senior. This award, given
by the UNF Alumni Association,
is presented to one graduate each
semester.
Carolyn Hallinan, graduating
from the College of Arts and Sci
ences, says she’s glad to be out,
but that she’ll be back for her
Master’s Degree.
Jim Henderson, a literature
communications graduate, had
no time to talk. He was hurrying
to get a job.

It seems as if Representatives
Tommy Hazouri and John Lewis
want to marry the University of
North Florida to Florida Junior
College in a shotgun ceremony
before anyone is certain the “I
do’s outweigh the I don’ts.”
While some supporters favor
UNF pledging its betrothal to the
University of Florida and others
plead for it to stay single, Hazouri
and Lewis have come up with an
other suitor for this university.
FJC would bring a dowry to the
union that includes a new gymna
sium.
It makes you wonder if the leg
islators understand the junior col
lege concept. FJC has a unique
place in the community. It is a
kind of halfway house that gets a
melting pot of persons who have
a variety of goals;only one por
tion of which are going on for ad
vanced degrees. Many are inter
ested in developing technical
skills or in attending specialized
classes such as the self defense
for women programs FJC spon
sors around the city.

Newsroom
View
By MARGARET CLARK

FJC works wells on all levels.
It has a personal touch that a
four-year school cannot dupli
cate. Unlike UNF the counseling
staff is not distracted by addition
al teaching duties. These counsel
ors have time to give the atten
tion a beginning student or a re
turning student often needs.
Dr. Soloman Badger, my
counselor at FJC, figured out my
maze of grades from several col
leges (uncluding the University
of Florida) and drew up a plan of
study for me that put me back on
the right track.

As an older student, I know I
would have never gone directly
to UNF or UF after so much time
had passed away from the aca
demic world. I needed to get the
feel of school again in a less pres
sured atmosphere. Without Dr.
Badger’s help I would not be so
close to graduation from UNF to
day.

On the other hand UNF would
be taking a step backward if it
tried to duplicate the duties of a
junior colleges. UNF should be
concentrating on a communica
tions degree program and ad
vanced degree programs.
It will be sad if legislators in
sist on trying to tie the knot be
tween these two mismatched
institutions.

When the powers that be
say,“If anyone can show just
cause why these two should not
be joined together, speak now or
forever hold your peace,” hope
fully someone will come forward
and say, “Stop the wedding!”

Teaching pioneer Gearing

first UNF professor to retire

UNF Library Director Andrew Farkas congratulates Dr. Philip Gearing

By ALISA WALKER
Dr. Philip J. Gearing is the
first faculty member to retire
from the University of North
Florida.
Gearing was one of the original
faculty when the university
opened in 1972. He culminated 30
years of service to the Florida
education system this month.
Gearing became a vocational
education teacher at Paxon High
School in 1955 and was there sev
en years. To suppliment that in
come he taught night school to
help people receive their GED’s.
In 1962 he was appointed super
visor of adult education in Duval
County.
During this time he wrote a
three-volume series of publica
tions entitled “English for
Adults.”

Get Your Work Published.” The
following year, the “General
Education Series” was revised.
Gearing’s publications have
sold two million copies in eight
years.
While at FJC he developed the
adult program from 200 to more
than700 faculty members. “We
had classes in 300 locations over
Duval County teaching vocation
al skills in churches, laundries
and factories — anywhere we
could find space for 15 or 20 peo
ple to meet,” said Gearing.
Approximately 15,000 students
received their diplomas in a sin
gle year as a result of his publica
tions in camparison to 6,000 stu
dents per year through the Duval
County school system.
“I maintain that when you can
be the facilitator of 120,000 people

“They are an advanced version
of ‘Run, Spot, Run,’ for adults who
have never had the opportunity to
learn to read,” said Gearing.
In 1968, the adult and vocation
al program of the Jacksonville
school system was transferred to
the newly organized Florida Ju
nior College with Gearing ap
pointed as dean of adult and con
tinuing education.
He received his Ph.D. in 1970
from Florida State University. In
1972 he published the “General
Education Series,” a six-volume
publication for adults on English,
mathematics, social studies, lit
erature and review. That same
year he joined the UNF faculty
as teacher-trainer of vocational
education.
In 1977 he published a book,
“Breaking Into Print — How to

getting their high school diplo
mas, that you have had an impact
— that’s what education and fac
ulty are all about,” said Gearing.
Gearing has mixed emotions
about his retirement. Although he
will miss the one-on-one with stu
dents, he said, “I have a feeling
of good when students grow and
develop and go on oUt.”
On Nov. 20,1981, Gearing’s col
leagues held a banquet in his hon
or. In recognition of his deep in
terest in the Far East, Gearing’s
children arranged for a belly
dancer to perform at the celebra
tion.
With a chuckle Gearing said,
“It’s just going to get exciting
now.”

ERA supporters lobby for ratification of amendment
By SARAH FENDER RAHAIM
Visible is what the Equal
Rights Amendment proponents
wanted to be and visible they
were last Monday when they con
verged on the capital in Tallahas
see for the opening of the legisla
tive session, said Dr. Edna Saffy,
former state chairwoman of the
Florida Women’s Political Cau
cus.
According to Saffy, the ERA
rally at the session was planned
to impress upon the Legislature
time is running out and a “Yes”

vote on the amendment is need
ed.
She said lobbying efforts were
in full swing Monday and the Du
val delegation was quite respon
sive to the ERA proponents with
the exceptions of Sens. Joe Car
lucci and Dan Jenkins.
The galleries and the rotunda
were crowded with an audience
dressed in green and white when
the legislators walked from the
Senate building to the House, said
Saffy.
The ERA amendment has been

ratified by 35 states and three
more are needed for final ratifi
cation before the extension,
granted by the U.S. Congress,
runs out on June 30.
Florida has been selected as a
target for ratification and nation
al efforts are being directed in
Tallahassee,according to Saffy.
Women from other areas are in
Tallahassee at their own expense
to help in this effort, Saffy said.
Saffy said the candlelight vigil,
held on the State Capitol steps,was “quite moving and a his

torical occasion. "Just as the suffergettes in the 1800’s were fight
ing for freedom, women still are
today,” said Saffy.
The ERA proponents from all
over the United States, who
marched from a Methodist
church to the Capitol steps for
the vigil, will continue lobby ef
forts for the passage of the
amendment.

Dannemann
resigns
from page 2
SGA books were audited last
spring at the request of former
SGA President Jaime Pearthree,
he said.
“Jaime wanted the audit just
because he wanted to be sure
they were doing things correctly
and so that they knew how to set
up their books,” Porter said. The
audit really did not deal with the
student activities committee but
she is interested in learning more
about the situation, she said.
According to Dannemann his
resignation went into effect on
Dec. 31,1981. He said he felt there
was an opportunity for a conflict
of interest since he is associated
with Unicorn Promotions. He
said because of this, he has ac
cepted the concerns of SGA by
handing in his resignation and be
coming a technical advisor to the
student activities committee and
to the new Student Events Coord
inator Diane Bruce.
Dannemann, has been in SGA for
about three years and has served
in various capacities. Aside from
being the student events coord
inator, he has been the speaker of
the house, a member of the pro
gram and budget committee and
a senator. As student events co
ordinator, he was also the chair
man of the student activities
committee.
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Dr. William Brown- from UNF to Carnegie Hall-he
does it all

y CAROLYN GRIFFIN
B
What I’ve achieved is because
f my talent,” says William
Brown, internationally recognized tenor and instructor here at
UNF.
Certainly, his beautiful tenor
voice is responsible for taking
him to Carnegie Hall last November and again this May. But it’s
apparent the 43-year-old Brown is
simply determined to make the
most of his life.
Brown says he no longer looks
back in anger upon his teen years
playing trumpet on the Chittlin’
Circuit, although the memories
are no less vivid for the change in
perspective: playing dances for
black and white audiences across
a segregated South; thirty-six
days on the road without a bed;
and a junkie roommate who
changed his life.
“The cruelty of that circuit
was that I never thought I’d be
anything other than a trumpet
player,” Brown says.
It wasn’t until his saxophone
playing roommate and mentor
Len Hope died from a heroin
overdose that Brown decided he
was wasting his life as a side-man
for such well-known artists as El
la Fitzgerald and Sara Vaughn,
and headed for Indiana Universi
ty and a major in voice.

tenor and teacher
From Indiana, Brown went to
Washington, D.C., and the U.S.
Navy Band. Brown was heralded
as the Band’s first black member,
and remembers performing for
the Kennedys at the White House
and Hyannis Port.
“It was quite exciting; the
family had an incredible aura,”
he recalls.
Brown played football with
Bobby Kennedy at Hyannis Port,
but in Washington was not so
well-received. When he inquired
about a known vacancy in the
building in which he lived with
other Band members, the manag
ers replied by tossing his be
longings onto the sidewalk.
Brown admits “justifiable
rage” took up much of his energy
during his Washington stint, but
he didn’t waste much time mak
ing his mark. Just thirty days af
ter leaving the Navy Band,
Brown walked away with the
High Fidelity Award at the 1968
Tanglewood Music Festival.
“Everyone who is someone in
American music went through
there,” he says. Not long after
Tanglewood, George Shirley, then
the only black at the Metropoli
tan Opera, saw Brown, liked him,
and set him up with his agent.
Brown went on to win major
roles. “I gave myself a couple of

years to make it, and if it didn’t
happen I would have gone
straight into acadaemia,” he
says.
For the past 10 years, Brown
has combined worldwide live and
recorded performances with aca
demics in Jacksonville. The two
mesh beautifully for him. “Nine
out of ten of the problems I en
counter in acadaemia, I’ve al
ready experienced in perfor
mance, so they’re less threaten
ing.”
Last week Brown premiered a
work written for him by black
composer T.J. Anderson, during
Atlanta’s remembrance of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. In May,
he returns to New York and Car
negie Hall for a solo recital.
Brown says his first appear
ance at Carnegie Hall last No
vember was much like old-homeweek with his colleagues;
impressive because Carnegie
Hall is the pinnacle for him, but
still relaxed.
He’s not so relaxed about his
solo performance, though. “All of
the spotlight will be on me, and
I’ll either have to put up, or shut
up.”

Brass quintet gives
free performances
mal music . . ” He wrote octets
for oboe, clarinet, bass clarinet,
basson, flute, harpsichord, bass
and drum. Later, according to the
Time article, Wilder became “a
prolific composer of chamber
music. He wrote for every instru
ment in the orchestra.”
Bach is an instructor at NorthThe first performance is sched • ern Illinois University. In Oct.,
uled for noon Jan. 27 and the sec
1980, Time Magazine, in an article
ond on Jan. 28.
titled, “Opera is still alive in New
York” said of Bach’s second op
“Both performances will
feature the work of Jan Bach and
era, “The Student From Sala
manca” then playing at the Lin
Alec Wilder”said Mark Tetreault,
the Brass Quintet leader.
coln Center: “Bach turned a tra
ditional theme, [triangle
Wilder, a Indiana University
romantic-comedy] into his own
composer, was interested in writ
idiom. The music, words and ac
ing for the tuba and composed
tion of Bach’s triangle are con
five or six brass quintet pieces.
temporary.” The Time article
The first, written in 1959, has a
suggested that a firm foundation
solo movement for each instru
for Bach’s future as a composer
ment and two movements for the
of formal music was established
ensemble. This was the first time
by the reception of this enjoyable
a composer had written in this
opera.
manner for brass, said Tetrault.
The members of the Brass
In New York’s “Talk About
Quintet are: Tetrault, tuba;
The Town”, in Jan. 12, 1981, said
Charles Matthiessen and Cliff
of Wilder “he was the first com
Newton, trumpet; Michael Gast,
poser to attempt to break down
French horn; and Reese Dusenthe barrier between jazz and forbury, trombone.

By LEE W. MORGAN
The Brass Quintet of Jackson
ville Symphony Orchestra, spon
sored by the Koger Foundation,
opens the 1982 monthly musical
series at the Jacksonville Art Mu
seum with two free performanc
es in Jan.

The Brass Quintet of The Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra will perform free
on Jan. 27 and Jan. 28.
SPINNAKER SONNETS SHOW
SWEETHEARTS SWEET SENTIMENTS.SEND A SPINNA
KER SONNET TO YOUR
SWEETIE. DETAILS ON BACK
PAGE.SWEET DREAMS!

UNF forensics team snags
Team's first tournament a success
By STEVE MORGAN
The University of North Flor
ida forensics team attended the
H.L. Mencken Tournament at
Towson State University in Balti
more, Md. and took two first
place and two second place hon
ors in the preliminary rounds.
The team consisting of David
Ferrari, Jack Nunnery, Michael
St. Dennis and Steve Berry, team

coach, obtained two first place
positions in salesmanship and two
second place positions m extem
poraneous speaking and im
promptu speaking in the prelimi
nary rounds.
David Ferrari, team captain
said, “We did far better than I ex
pected for our first tournament
and I look forward to even better
results next year.”

Ferrari thanked Dr. John
Minahan, Dr. Bill Merwin and Dr.
E. Allen Tilley and the deans of
the college.
“Without their support this trip
never would have been possible,
said Ferrari.

Flicks To Pick
• Finzi-Continis: An acadamy
award winning Itailian film about
an aristocratic wealthy Jewish
family whose priviledged way of
life is threatened by the Facist
Movement. (Drama)
- Cries and Whispers: Directed
by Ingmar Bergman. Starring

Liv Ullman. Two sisters rush to
the bedside of their sister dying
of cancer, a loveless spinster. The
only loving person in the house
hold is the maid. Family drama
for the Swedish master.
Jan.29 Feb.5 7:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
ABORTIONS
•Licensed Gynecologists •
•Individual Counseling •
•Vasectomy Sterilizations

731-2755

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC
All Women’s Health Center
4331 Univ. Blvd. S. (In Tropicana Center)
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CORRECTION
Actor Zakiyyah Muhammad’s name was misspelled in the last issue.
Zakiyyah Muhammad played Mama in “A Raisin in the Sun.”

Photography exhibition
to spotlight black image
By LARRY WESLEY
Depicted as king, slave, saint,
military hero, neighbor or exotic
foreigner, the black has been the
subject of artists since the earli
est contacts between Egyptians
and black Africans.
A photographic exhibition,
“The Image of the Black in West
ern Art,” will be on view at the
University of North Florida from
Jan. 11-26 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Monday through Friday in the art
gallery of Building Two. The
Smithsonian Institution Traveling
Exhibition Service is conducting
a three-year national tour of the
exhibition.
This survey of 106 color and
black and white photomurals
traces the image of the black as

IN MEMORY
In memory of The Rev. Dr.
Marting Luther King. January 25,
1929-1968. King served as a civil
rights leader in the 1960’s and
won the Nobel Peace Prize in
1964. His birthdate will long be re
membered in the history of The
United States.

Two members of The Erick Hawkins Dance Co.
from New York practice their performance. The
dancers will be at the UNF auditorium on Jan. 28
and 29 at 8 p.m.

PLACE A VALENTINE’S DAY
DISPLAY AD IN THE FEB. 8th
SPINNAKER AND WE LL
WARM THE COCKLES OF
YOUR HEART, WITH A RATE
BREAK. CALL US AT
646-2727/2817. ADS MUST BE
SUBMITTED NO LATER THAN
FRI. JAN. 29th, TO QUALIFY

seen through the eyes of western
artists from the time of the Pha
raohs through the Middle Ages.
The exhibition highlights the
place held by the African in the
imagination and imagery of the
Western world, as evidenced in
the sculpture, paintings, illumi
nated manuscripts and artifacts
that have survived as documents.
Subjects included in the exhibi
tion range from early Egyptian
portrait heads through represen
tations of the “Adoration of the
Magi” by such artists as Hans
Memling and Hieronymus Bosch.
A series of works depicts the
legend of the black saint Maurice,
protector of the Holy Roman
Empire. It was under the image
and banner of St. Maurice that

the political and religious leaders
of the Empire fought their battles
against the Slavs.
One of the more bizarre exam
ples is a reproduction of ’’The
Miracle of theBlack Leg,” a late
15 century Austrian painting de
picting a white man whose life
was saved by Saints Cosmas and
Damian who amputated his gan
grenous leg and replaced it with
one from the corpse of a black
man.
The exhibition is sponsored by
the UNF Fine Arts Department.

Seminars begin soon
two will be repeated
By LEE W. MORGAN
Brown Bag Lunch Seminars
are to begin Tuesday,Feb12
Ten seminars are planedfor
Spring Term, 1982.
At least two of the seminars of
fered in the Winter Term will be
repeated "Couples Communica
tion” with Dr. Travis Carter, Di
rector of Counseling and Testing
Center; “Life Time Process of
Planning a Career” with Jo
Brooke.
“Response to the seminars in
the Winter Term was good and
encouraged the Counseling and
Testing Center to offer the pro

THE HOT FM
WIVY

gram again,” Brooke said.
According to Brooke other
seminars offered last semester
were:
“Managing Stress,” with Dr.
Phyllis Voss.
“Biology of Learning,” with Dr.
Darwin Coy, Dean of Student Af
fairs.
“Disease of Alcholism,” with
Cynthia and Dick Dancer.
“Invitational Education,” with
Dr. Eddie Collins.
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SPORTS
Florida Lacrosse
begins ’82 season
By DARRYL SPENCER
Florida State University’s
Seminoles beat the Jacksonville
Lacrosse Club’s Roadside Arma
dillos, 16-6, in their first game of
the Florida Lacrosse League sea
son, Jan. 16. The game was held
on the Armadillos’ home ground,
the University of North Florida
Athletic Field.
A coin toss won the choice of
goals for the Armadillos, but the
first goal was thrown in by the
Seminoles. The Armadillos
scored two in the first of four 15minute periods while the Semi
noles scored three more.
The Armadillos worked for
three more goals and FSU gave
them one. FSU’s Sandy Shepard
passed the ball to his goalie when
the goalie missed the ball. It went
into the goal.
Credit for the score was
awarded to JLC’s goalie. UNF’s
Associate Professor of Criminial
Justice, Stanley L. Swart refer

eed the game. Swart said, “It’s a
tradition to award the goalie the
point since he doesn’t get much of
a chance to score.”
The JLC Armadillos won the
state championship for 1981. Mid
fielder and president of the
JLC’s, Eddie Kroh, said, “It usu
ally takes a game like this to get
us back in shape.”
Kevin Finn, a UNF student
who is also a midfielder for the
Armadillos said, “We were blown
away in our first game last year
too, but we were the state cham
pions.
The Jacksonville Lacrosse
Club is not part of the UNF ath
letic program, but several stu
dents play for the club. Those stu
dents include Finn, Jerry Raynor,
Jim Aires and Craig Williams.
Swart said the game was simi
lar to basketball. One example he
gave was that lacrosse players
are not allowed to perform an il
legal offensive screen. The tech-

Lacrosse players battle for the field
nical foul is done when a player
purposely blocks a defensive
player from the man he is play
ing.

Tea Men jinx Cosmos to win, 9-7

Information for the Jan. 24
game against Orlando was not
available for Spinnaker press
time. The next two JLC home

games will be on Feb. 7 at 2 p.m.
and on Feb. 14 at 1 p.m. Admis
sion is free.

1982
Ski Adventure
Feb. 11-14
Hotel Accommodations
Transportation Both Ways
Insurance
Lift Tickets
Ski Equipment
Ski Lessons
Sugar Mountain, N.C.
$175.00
Call Now to Sign Up — 771-1256
Seats Still Available
FJC South Activities Office — UNF Special Services.

Photo: Gary Horne

Cosmos Andranik Eskandarian trips up Tea Man Alan Green as Ricky Davis
follows the action
By DARRYL SPENCER
The New York Cosmos soccer
team continued their jinx by los
ing the fourth straight indoor
game played against the Jack
sonville Tea Men, 9-7.
The first period ended with the
Tea Men ahead, 5-1, with Jack
sonville’s Ricardo Alonso getting
a shot within the last five sec
onds.
The Cosmos replaced their
goalkeeper, David Brcic, after
saving only three out of the 12
shots attempted in the first peri
od. Five goals were made against
Brcic.
The new goalkeeper for the
Cosmos, Hubert Birkenmeier,
played the remainder of the
game. Out of 20 attempted shots
made against him he saved 15
and the Tea Men could only get
four more goals.
The Tea Men kept Arnie Mausser as their goalkeeper for the
full time of play. Mausser had 35
shots attempted, 13 saves, and
seven goals made against him.
According to a news release,

the Jan. 19 game was important
in regard to the NASL indoor soc
cer playoffs. The Montreal Manic
of Quebec, Canada is presently
the division leader. The Tea Men
and the Toronto Blizzard are both
one and a half games behind
Montreal. The Cosmos are two
and a half games behind.
The Tea Men played against
the Montreal Manic on Jan. 22
and the Toronto Blizzard on Jan.
24. Results for those games were
not available before Spinnaker
press time.
The next home game will be on
Tuesday, Jan. 26 against the
Tampa Bay Rowdies at 7:30 p.m.
in the Jacksonville Coliseum. The
last home game of the indoor sea
son will be played Feb. 3 at 7:30
p.m.
In the second period Alan
Green made a goal off his head.
Jean Pierre Tokoto kicked the
ball across the front of the goal
after Danny Vaughn passed the
ball to him. Green then dove to
ward the ball and hit it with his
head behind Cosmos Goalkeeper
Birkenmeier. Birkenmeier was

busy defending the goal to one
side to prevent Tokoto from kick
ing it straight in.
Average attendance at the Tea
Men home games has been 6,630
out of a capacity of 7,828 seats.
The Jan. 19 game had 5,836 show
up while the previous home
game, which was held on a Fri
day night instead of Tuesday, had
8,021 people. Folding chairs were
set up to accommodate the extra
193 people.
The Chicago Sting beat the Tea
Men in the Jan. 15 home game in
an overtime shoot-out, 5-6.
The Tea Men, as of the Jan. 19
game, have a record of six wins
and six losses. The results are as
follows: date/opponent/Tea Men
result, score; 12-581/Toronto/lost,3-4; 12-11-81/New
York/won,6-4; 12-15-81/Tulsa/lost,
2-9; 12-19-81/Tampa Bay/lost, 6-8;
12-26-81/Montreal/won, 5-4(OT);
12-29-81/New York/won, 4-3(OT);
1-2-82/Chicago/lost, 6-11; 1-382/Montreal /lost, 2-3; 1-582/Tampa Bay/won, 4-2; and
1-9-82/New York /won, 7-4.

Join A Winter Running Tradition
in Jacksonville’s

Winter Beaches Run
1 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 7
Turtle Inn Motel in Atlantic Beach
The course will be run 10 miles out and back on a hard
beach. All entrants will receive custom-designed T-shirts,
with trophies to the top six male and female finishers in 20
age divisions.
There will be free refreshments after the race. Times, aid
stations and printed race results will be provided.

Entry fee is $4 before Jan. 29; $5 after that date; $1 dis
count for JTC members.

Sponsored by Gulf Life Insurance and directed by the Jacksonville Track Club.
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UNF’s first athletic director
By DARRYL SPENCER
Bruce A. Grimes, 42, the first
athletic director in the University
of North Florida’s history was of
ficially announced in a ceremony
Dec. 11.
UNF Interim President An
drew A. Robinson said Grimes
was picked from over 200 appli
cants from across the nation.
Robinson said, “I think we
have the ideal person.”
.
At the time of the announce
ment, Grimes was Director of
Athletics and Professor of Com
munications and the Arts at the
University of Wisconsin in Green
Bay.
The future of the athletic pro
gram at UNF is not yet planned.
Grimes said, “To mention spe
cific programs would be prema
ture.” He said that he wants to
get familiarized with the univer
sity and the community.
Grimes also said that he wants
to take in the possibilities of a fu
ture with a four-year program at
UNF. Athletes from the local ju
nior colleges will be looked at if
the four-year program is not in
stituted, he said.
He also hopes to have a “mas
terplan proposal to Dr. Robinson
within 90 days of Feb. 1.”
Emphasis was placed on the
importance of student scholar
ship as well as athletic abilities to
the university. Robinson said,
“He [Grimes] epitomizes that
kind of scholarly attitude.”

Bruce Grimes

Dr. Robinson congratulates UNF’s new Athletic Director Bruce Grimes
While referring to setting up in
terstate competition in Florida’s
warmer climate, Grimes said,
“It’s pretty easy to get people to
come to Florida for competition,
but more difficult to go north.”
Some of his qualifications in
athletic administration are as fol
lows:
• NCAA II North Central Advi

sory Basketball Committee,
1977-81.
• North Central Regional Bas
ketball tournament manager,
1977-78.
• North Central Quarterfinal
tournament manager, 1978.
• South Regional Basketball
tournament manager, 1977.
• Division II Midwest Semi

final Soccer tournament man
ager, 1976-77.
• Division II Midwest Final
tournament manager, 1977.
• NCAA Committee on Voting,
1980, 81.
• NCAA representative, North
Central Regional Division II Bas
ketball Tournament, 1980.
• Co-authored “The Money

Game: Financing Collegiate Ath
letics.”
The highlight of Grimes’ life,
he said, was when he was induct
ed into the Hall of Fame at Mil
likin University in 1975. Grimes
said he scored over 1000 points
during his four years at Millikin,
1957-61.
He said, “I sure like to shoot a
lot.”
Basketball has been replaced
by other sports in Grimes’ per
sonal playing time: “I like rac
quetball now and a sporatic game
of golf.”
Speaking to the UNF officials,
Grimes said, “The faculty, staff
and administration will deter
mine the success of the athletic
program.” He said that he is im
pressed with UNF’s cooperation.
Donald Thibault, Director of
Student Activities, said that the
next five years at UNF will be in
teresting. He said that a lower di
vision and the swimming pool at
UNF will play an important part.
Thibault said, “The main rea
son they got him [Grimes] was to
start an intercollegiate sports
program.”
Grimes is married and has
three children.
“We’re very very happy to be
here,” he said.
He said the weather in Jack
sonville is more inviting than that
of Green Bay.

Results in for 1981 UNF intramurals championships
By MARGIE MUNSON-HALL
The Fall 1981 University of
North Florida intramural sports
results are in, and according to
Ronnie Allen, director of intra
mural activities, there were a lot
of tough matches and exciting
games.
The Red Tide won the UNF
superbowl against the Molesters.
Members of the championship
team were Charlie Harris, Ger
ald A. Bellamy, Michael A. Spi
vey, Rumley Moore, Joseph L.

Mormino, Columbus Davis, Ray
mond Drayton, Richard Harren,
Adrian Johnson and James M.
Mainville.
Allen said the tennis singles
had some great matches with
Smitty Huffman taking first
place. David McCook came in
second and Lowell Wood third.
Huffman is an ex-professional,
and McCook was rated number
one at FJC while he was a stu
dent there. Wood is a ranked
player on the Florida Tennis Cir

UNF’s All-Star Team
heats FJC champions
By MARGIE MUNSON—HALL
The University of North Flor
ida’s all-star football team bat
tled its way to a 19-13 victory in
overtime against Florida Junior
College.
Six minutes into a sudden
death situation, the UNF team
was on the five-yard line. UNF
quarterback, Alex Bratcher,
threw a short pass to Dave Chit
ty, scoring the winning touch
down.
According to Ronnie Allen, di
rector of intramural athletics,
UNF has been playing all-star
games with FJC for six years and
this is the first time UNF has
won.
“The game was really great.
The players of both teams
showed a lot of respect for each
other, and had a good attitude
throughout the game.” said Allen.
Members of the UNF all-star
team were Bratcher, Chitty,
Dean Layton, Mike Distefano,
Charlie Harris, Gerald A. Gellamy, Michael A. Spivey, Rumley
Moore, Joseph L. Mormino, Co

lumbus Davis, Raymond Dray
ton, Richard Harren, Adrian
Johnson and James Mainville.

' . . The game was really
great. The players of both
teams showed a lot of re
spect for each other and
had a good attitude
throughout the game.'

Ronnie Allen
Most of the members of the
team were also members of the
championship Red Tide. The Red
Tide won the UNF superbowl
earlier against the Molesters in
the intramural football tourna
ment.

The winter league for UNF’s
1982 spring intramural flag foot
ball will accept entries until Jan.
15. The starting date of the games
is Jan. 19. All of the games are
played on the UNF Athletic Field.

cuit.
The pingpong tournament was
won for the third consecutive
time by Mehdi Fakhar. Ed Bateh
and Mike Distefano took second
and third respectively.

The Captians Choice — the
lowest team member’s score is
used from each green — was won
by the team of Healy Ashen,
Lowell Wood, Larry Davis and
Tom Healy.

The pool tournament resulted
in Dean Layton in first place,
Ed Healy won the Calloway
with Ernie Wild taking second,
Golf Tournament (a handicap
system). Richard Hirte took sec . and Ed Bateh in third.
ond , Scott Lucas third, and Tim
Allen said the intramural
Lee fourth.

sports were a great success this
past semester with a lot of turn
out in each activity.
Allen suggested that anyone in
terested in playing intramural
sports this semester should see
him at his office in Building One,
Room 2435. UNF intramural
sports is offering flag football,
three-man basketball, backgam
mon, pingpong, bowling, pool, rac
ketball (singles), softball, golf,
cross country run, tennis (dou
bles) and a softball tournament.

Spring 1982 Intramurals
Sport
Flag Football
Basketball(3-man )
Backgammon
Ping Pong(dbls)
Bowling
Pool (nine ball)
Racquetball(sgls)
Softball
Golf
Cross Country
Tennis(dbls)
Softball Playoffs

deadline
Jan, 15
Jan. 21
Jan. 21
Jan. 28
Feb. 5
Feb. 5
Feb. 15
Feb. 26
Mar. 3
Mar. 18
Mar. 16
Mar. 22

starts
Jan. 19
Jan. 26
Feb. 1
Feb. 8
Feb. 8
Feb. 15
Feb. 20
Mar. 2
Mar. 5
Mar. 19
Mar. 20
Mar. 26

Sign up in Building One, Room 2435
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Local company donates materials to UNF
A gift for natural sciences department
By EDNA CONNOLLY
Branchemco, Inc., manufactur
ers of chemicals for aquatic
chemistry, gave the University of
North Florida Foundation mate
rials valued at $25,000, a gift to
the Department of Natural Sci
ences
Charles Brandvoid, president,
and Dr. H. Raymond Tool, vice
president of Branchemco, made
the presentation to UNF Pres
ident Andrew Robinson, Depart
ment Chairman Carole Demort
and Dr. Ray Bowman of the Nat
ural Science Department in a
short ceremony on the UNF cam
pus
Dr. Demort said, “The gift
couldn’t have come at a better
time, with the recent budget cuts
affecting supplies which we all
have had.” She said, “Ninety-five
percent of the chemicals re
ceived are of the type used reg
ularly in our labs, and we are put
ting them into use right now. The
materials include chemicals,
glasswear, supplies and other
special equipment. A lot of sol
vents used in waste water treat
ment were also included in the
material.”
Bowman and Demort were
both enthusiastic about one spe
cial piece of equipment — a dis
solve oxygen meter — which they
expect to attach to the sophisti

cated water sampler now in
place in Lake Oneida on the cam
pus. The oxygen meter will add to
the effectiveness of the ongoing
study of the chemical character
istics ofthe lake.
'...The gift couldn't have come
at a better time, with the
recent budget cuts affecting
supplies which we all have. ’

Dr. Carole Demort
Branchemco, Inc. is located at
8286 Western Way Circle in the
Baymeadows area.The company
has operated in Jacksonville for
the past eight years. The com
pany has representatives in Mi
ami, Orlando, Gainesville and
Tallahassee and it has technical
representation in Atlanta and in
the Carolinas. It is a chemical
manufacturing plant with an ana
lytical lab for studying water
samples, and it produces reagents
for other labs in the area, spokes
person for the company said.
This is the first time the com
pany has made a gift of this size
($25,000.) to an institution like
UNF. Demort said, “the com
pany hopes to develop a working
relationship with the university.”
It hopes to draw on the mature
(older)student who makes up a

Dr. Robinson accepts award from Branchemco’s President Charles Brandwold
and Vice President Dr. H. Raymond Tool
large segment of the UNF stu
dent body. It also wants to at
tract, not only students in the nat

ural science field, but business
administration and accounting.
This outreach by a business in

academia is one that other busi
nesses might follow, Bowman in
dicated.

Single member districts likely to pass, says Hazouri
By MAURICE COMAN
The issue of single member dis
tricts will be decided in the next
session of the state legislature
and has a very good chance of
passing, says State Representa
tive Tommy Hazouri.
“In the House [of Representa
tives] there is a large amount of
support for single member dis
tricts,” Hazouri said. “I can’t say
how it stands in the Senate but I
believe it will pass.”
Under the present system
there can be up to six members
in one district in the House of
Representatives and up to three
members in one district in the
Senate.
Said Danny Griffin, Chairman
of the Duval County Young Dem
ocrats, “It is certainly confusing.
It is a system which produces a
situation in which a person could
be voting in one legislative race
while their neighbor who lives
across the street might be voting
in four, five, or six legislative
races in the same election.”
Proponents of the single mem

ber district concept give many
arguments in support of their po
sition.
Said Representative Andy
Johnson, in the Nov. 19 edition of
The Beaches Leader, “One of the
big advantages in single member
areas is that the candidate when
running for office goes from
house to house or has a few
friends do it, and you get to know
people and their problems. But in
the multi-districts, you have to
rely on the various media to get
your message across, which is
sometimes ineffective and al
ways expensive.”
Said Griffin, “It is our feeling
that the legislature has the obli
gation to reapportion itself as
equatably and fairly as possible
and that this can best be accom
plished by reapportioning the
Senate and House of Representa
tives into single member dis
tricts.”
Other reasons the Young Dem
ocrats support single member
districts include closer contact
between the individual citizens

Other groups and individuals
and their legislator, increased mi
trict. Also, when one member
must answer for all the problems supporting single member legis
nority participation in politics,
and less voter confusion.
. in his district, he is more likely to lative districts include the Amer
do things that will help him get ican Bar Association House of
Opponents to the plan also
re-elected rather than what is Delegates, Common Cause, Re
have several arguments to sup
publican groups, organizations
best for his district or the state,”
port their position.
representing black Floridians,
said Hazouri.
Said Hazouri, who favors the
other Democratic Party organi
Hazouri
added
that
with
a
present system, “The argument
zations, and former Gov.Reubin
multi-membered
district
there
is
that single member districts will
a better chance to get a cross Askew.
save money in campaigns doesn’t
A report by the American Bar
section of representation in each
hold up very well in urban areas.
Association Committee On Single
district.
Take for example here in Jack
If passed, the plan will go into Member Districts reported that
sonville. Television and radio
effect in 1983. The elections in “[single member] districts are
must still be used and there is no
1982 will decide whether the in not a [cure-all], but just another
way to broadcast to just one dis
cumbents will retain their seat in step toward improving our electrict. Some of our TV signals
the new districts. The new dis torial process and insuring that
reach all the way to Georgia so
tricts will be determined by popu more citizens will be fairly and
single member districts won’t
lation and thus the 1980 Census. effectively represented.”
help here in that case at all. Sec
An ideal district, says Hazouri,
ondly, in my opinion, I would
rather see a two-man election
would be set at 81,000 people.
with one vote rather than a oneman election with one vote.”
“I believe having more people
in one district outweighs the pros
The University of North Florida
of the plan. When you have more
Presents
than one person in a district, each
member can develop an exper
tise in a certain area that is a
. concern of the people in that dis-

Student events coordinator plans flicks
By SARAH FENDER RAHAIM
Minnesota’s loss was the Uni
versity of North Florida’s gain,
when Diane Bruce became the
student events co-ordinator.
Bruce came to UNF from the
land of 100 below temperatures,
but she is known by her class
mates as one of the warmest and
friendliest in her department.
Bruce became interested and
active in student government her
first semester: “I was tired of
hearing people compain about
the lack of things to do. I decided
to do something about.”
As chairperson of the student
activities Bruce’s job is to co
ordinate the student activities
committee and events.

“Events were scheduled be
fore I took the job,” Bruce said,
”so my job is to insure they are
successfully publicized.” I am
working with
Public Relations
Society Student Association to de
velop a continual publicity pro
gram.
Bruce said there is strong sup
port for the activities and a will
ingness from the faculty and
administration to help in any
way. The biggest need is to devel
op a strong student support and
attendance.
Working hard to arrange a film
series for every Friday evening
at the boathouse, Bruce has suc
ceeded in obtaining foreign films.
According to Bruce the movies

are free, now all she request is
student support.
Bruce, who is a literature
communications major plans to
continue in graduate school at
UNF after receiving her bachelor
of arts degree.
A hard worker with a lively
imagination, Bruce said she
would welcome new ideas that
students would like to see happen
on campus.
Bruce is enthusiastic and ex
cited with the possibilities and po
tential of UNF. Her excitement is
catching, and it can only mean
that good things will be happen
ing on campus.

Eric Hawkins
Dance Company
(One of the Top 5 Dance Companies in the World)

JANUARY 28 - 29, 1982
8 P.M.
NEW AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION: $6.00 NON-STUDENTS
$3.00 STUDENTS
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE
AND AT THE DOOR
PRE REGISTRATION SLIP
_ _ Student Tickets @$3.00 each

SEND TO P.O. BOX 17074
BLDG. 14 HAWKINS REVIEW
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32216

Total Enclosed $

NAME

___ Non-Student Tickets @$6.00 each.

Reserved Tickets may be picked up at the door prior to performance
FUNDED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
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ON THE LAND,
IN AIR AND SEA.

The Army’s active, reserve and national guard units are on
the move all around the globe. Over land, through harbors
and ports, in the air.
If you are looking for an executive position in the future—
yet you want plenty of action now—look at the list of oppor
tunities available to the Army officer. Opportunities to
manage people and equipment. Opportunities to lead
America’s finest on land and sea. Opportunities to soar
through the air. The training that qualifies you to be an Army
officer can put you a step ahead in any future career—
military or civilian.
Make the first step now. See the Professor of Military
Science on your campus.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

ARMYROTC
PMS Name/Telephone
Location

At UNF
Cpt. D. LeMonde
Room 2551
Bldg. 8 646-2813
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE

FOR RENT

1976 Mazda New engine, under
warrantee, new paint $3500.
Phone 731-7609.
Early Amer. couch and love seat
- recently cleaned, excellent con
dition, beige with Fall colors. $250
(Firm). 641-9037.
Small Guitar $40, including case,
excellent condition, almost brand
new. Call 641-2293
Small Hammond chord organ and
bench. Phone 641-2293.
Soft Sculptured dolls. You choose
(sex, hair, eyes.) $40, $5 deposit
holds. 398-1334.
1978 Kawasaki KZ 650 excellent
condition, low mileage, R.C.
Headers, custom seat, good tires,
days 646-2482, after 4 pm. 725-0733.
Pioneer 3 way surface mount car
speakers $65, fuzz buster II $45,
Jensen 2 way home speakers
$145. Prices firm. Walt 768-4435 or
733-4509.
Jet - Ski Kawasaki great fun,
1,500, includes car trailer and
hand trailer. 768-4435.
Queen-size Water Bed. Like new.
Frame, lining, heater included.
$150, but flexible. Call aft. 10:00
p.m. 642-0535.
1979 Suzuki Motorcycle. 250 En
duro, low miles, $800, or best of
fer. Call Clyde after 6 p.m. at
733-3425.

Room one half block from beach
in quiet Seminole Beach. Call
Dorothy at 249-4826.
North Carolina Mountain Chalet
near skiing, vacation and honey
moon. Cozy and beautiful. Call
387-1318 or 743-1829.
Small One Bedroom Apartment
on Ocean at Jax Beach. One year
lease and $100 deposit. Hot water
furnished. Call 743-2850 for more
information.
2Br/2 Ba Patio Home on canal in
Inlet Beach. Spacious and new.
No lease. $425. Phone 646-2838.

Windsurfer Star. Great shape.
Lots of fun! $550. Call 904-471-2452.
1974 Runabout. Pampered by
owner. A.C., new paint, tires, bat
tery. Call evenings, 725-4600.

Printing Presses. (2) Davidson
offset 10 x 15. $450 each. Phone
781-6516.
1975 Toyota Corolla Wagon. Ex
cellent condition, 30 mpg. Best offer over $1,000. Call 268-1174.
1975 Chevrolet Caprice. AM-FM
Radio; AC; PS; PB; AT. 37,000
miles. $2,500. Call 641-9794 or
641-2553.
18 Inch Zenith All-Channel Color
TV. All wood cabinet, good condi
tion. Needs some work done on
tuning in the color. $100 or best
offer. Call Patty at 646-2955 dur
ing the day, or at 744-6289 after
5:30 p.m.
1979 Kawasaki K2750 Loaded.
AM/FM/CB; fairing; air horn;
luggage bag; deluxe seat. $2,000
firm. Call 904-797-3556. St. Augus
tine.
Compucolor II Computer. 16K,
level II Basic, built-in RS232 and
Floppy, as well as much soft
ware. $1,000. Call 268-1958.
Panasonic B/W Video Camera
Wide angle lens . . . still in origi
nal carton. $125 firm. Call David
at 646-2722

GOT A SWEETIE—PIE? MAKE
THIS VALENTINE’S DAY A
HEART-WARMING ONE.
SEND HIM/HER A SPINNA
KER SONNET. OUR POETIC
AND IMAGINATIVE STAFF
WILL COMPOSE SHORT
VERSES HERALDING HIS
/HER VIRTUES. ALL YOU
NEED DO IS SCRIBE A BRIEF
SENTENCE OR TWO (FEEL
FREE TO USE A CLASSIFIED
AD FORM),INCLUDING YOUR
AMOUR’S NAME, YOUR
NAME, AND YOUR FAVORITE
SENTIMENTS. BUT KEEP IT
CLEAN....AND GET IT TO US
NO LATER THAN WEDS. FEB.
3rd. THAT’S THE SPINNAKER
SONNET!!!

SERVICES

Wanted: Spanish-speaking friend
You help me learn Spanish, and
I’ll help you learn English (if you
need it). Call Susan at 733-7528.
UNF Student Needs MAC 3233
Tutor for several hours each
weekend. Will pay hourly rate.
Please call 633-8305 before 5:30
p.m. or 249-0057 evenings.

Professional Typing Service
Term papers, theses, disserta
tions, fast, accurate service. Call
743-2532 or 744-1179.
I Will Tutor You in Either Ger
man or Italian. Prices deter
mined by sliding scale. For more
info call Inge at 241-3402 between
7:00 - 11:00 PM weekdays; any
time weekends. Keep trying if no
answer.
Expert Typing and Word Pro
cessing done by professional
typesetters. Excellent rates on
request. Graphics East 396-8603.
Home Improvements Window re
placements; carports; screen en
closures; awning and all repairs .
. . Competent Guaranteed Work
manship. Call 264-2983 or 6268.
HOUSE TO SHARE

3 Br. Jax Beach, 15 Minutes from
UNF. $150
per month, including utilities. For
info call 246-3648 or 646-2572.
TO SHARE

Kung Fu for health and self
defense. Call 724-1650.
Magic Shows for all occasions by
Bruce Norman. Phone 396-7224 or
765-2000.
Term Papers, Resumes and any
correspondence typed on IBM
Executive typewriter for a neat
and professional appearance. Lo
cated close to UNF. Call Debbie
at 642-3513 or 642-1758.

Female Roommate Want-ed to
share 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt. on
Baymeadows Rd. $137.50, half
utilities and half phone. Call
642-2646.

Blind Student Needs a Ride to
and from UNF. Please call Casey
at 646-2817/2727 before 3p.m.
weekdays.

When You Support the
Merchants that advertise
in The Spinnaker, You Support
Your Campus Newspaper.

call Carolyn Griffin at 646-2817
IS VALENTINE’S DAY A
REALLY BIG DAY FOR YOUR
BUSINESS? THEN GIVE
YOURSELF THE EXTRA EDGE...PLACE A DISPLAY AD IN
THE SP1NNAKER...IF YOU
PRESERVE YOUR SPACE BY
THIS FRIDAY, THE 29th, OUR
HEARTS WILL BE IN THE
RIGHT PLACES, AND WE’LL
VE YOU A RATE BREAK!
LL US NOW AT 646-2817/2727
COME ON UP AND SEE US
2401, BLDG. 3. SEE
OU SOON.
Y

PERSONAL

Ski Vermont! Planning ski vaca
tion at Killington, Feb. 21-26.
Need additional person to share
accomodations. Super package
$350 excluding transportation.
Call Greg Newton after 4 p.m. at
633-3950

VALENTINE’S DAY IS JUST
AROUND THE CORNER AND
SO IS THE SPINNAKER’S
NEXT ISSUE! RESERVE
YOUR DISPLAY AD SPACE BY
FRIDAY, JAN. 29th FOR THE
FEB. 8th ISSUE,AND WE’LL
“HAVE A HEART’ AND GIVE
YOU A RATE BREAK! CALL
NOW 646-2727/2817...OR COME
BY THE SPINNAKER OFFICE,
BLDG.3, ROOM 2401.

WANTED

Person to Share 1 or 2 bedroom
apt. I am an out-of-town student
now living with relatives, but
looking for an apt. Call Paul at
757-9247.

Classified ads
in the
Spinnaker
Get Results

Need a Ride From UNF to Hil
liard. If you live in Callahan or
Hilliard or the Folkston areas,
and are taking a night class end
ing around 8:45, please call
845-2433.

Classified Ads are free to UNF/FJC students, faculty
and staff. Rates for others; 10 cents a word.

CLASSIFIED AD FORM

NAME

DATE

PHONE
Circle One:

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Spinnaker
classified ads
are free to
UNF/FJC
students, staff
and faculty

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
TO YOU...HAPPY VALEN
TINE’S DAY TO YOU...HAPPY
VALENTINE’S DAY, DEAR
READERS, HAPPY VALEN
TINE’S DAY TO YOU..... JUST
A REMINDER THAT THE
SPINNAKER LOVES VALEN
TINE’S DAY SOOOO MUCH,
AND OUR NEXT ISSUE
COMES OUT SOOOO CLOSE TO
FEB. 14th (MONDAY, FEB.
Sth), THAT WE’LL BE SOFT
HEARTED ALL THIS WEEK.
IF YOU PLACE YOUR DIS
PLAY AD BY FRIDAY, JAN.
29th, WE’LL BE “HEART
ENED” AND GIVE YOU A
RATE BREAK! CAN’T BEAT
THAT! ! CALL US AT
646-2727/2817...OR STOP BY
OUR OFFICE AT BLDG.
3,ROOM 2401.

FOR RENT

WANTED

SERVICES

PERSONAL

AD

646-2817
RETURN TO BLDG.3. ROOM 2401

